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ABSTRACT
Single carbon fibers are studied using a nano-tensile testing system. This system has
unprecedented load and displacement resolution, nN and nm respectively, and the ability
to perform dynamic testing for storage and loss modulus during quasi-static tensile
extension. Furthermore, improved fiber mounting and alignment procedures coupled with
the precision of the nano-tensile testing system assist in unprecedented resolution in
single fiber mechanical testing for axial modulus and strength. Hence, using these unique
capabilities, the moduli and their statistical distribution of many high performance carbon
fibers are reported here. From this, a simplified single parameter model describing the
strain dependent modulus is developed. Combining the ability of the nano UTM with
nano-machining techniques, the fracture toughness of a single T700 carbon fiber was
measured as a function of radius. The mode-I fracture toughness (KIC) for these PAN
carbon fibers is 1.73 MPa·m1/2 for notch sizes larger than 300nm, which compares well
with limited previous studies. For notch sizes less than 0.3µm, the KIC fracture toughness
increases with decreasing notch size, confirming PAN carbon fibers sheath/core
microstructure hypothesis. Structural implications regarding nonlinear elastic behavior of
single carbon fibers and the radial dependency of the fracture toughness are discussed.
Using data obtained from nano tensile testing, a fiber tow model is developed to predict
the failure stress of fiber tows. The distribution of elastic modulus decreases the tow
failure stress by 15%, but the fiber tow strength is unaffected by the nonlinear
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stress/strain relationship unless non-uniform loading is considered, which worked in
parallel with nonlinearity to further reduce tow strength.
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INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work was to develop relevant and novel single fiber, specifically
carbon fiber, material properties by integrating state-of-the-art capabilities in material
testing for engineering of FRPs (Fiber Reinforced Plastics). Fiber reinforced composites
have seen a substantial growth as engineering materials, especially in the past two
decades for applications where improving performance and reducing weight are of
greatest concern. Specifically, carbon fiber composites have substantial benefits in
specific strength and modulus compared to conventional metallic materials and are now
routinely used in aerospace, automotive, power generation, and sporting goods
applications. As the demand for high performance fibers increases, manufacturing
process controls become imperative as marginal improvements recoup significant
financial benefits with increased production. Furthermore, recent developments in lowcost carbon fibers are opening new markets where fiber performance is tailored to the
final product. To this end, this work has focused on developing and reporting state-ofthe-art single fiber mechanical properties to meet the growing need for composites
constructed to fulfill distinctive applications, improving on previous techniques
established for a market that has experienced exponential growth. Issues addressed herein
involve measuring at the single fiber level the following: mechanical stiffness, damping,
and fracture strength. Implications regarding single fiber structure to property
relationships and their effect on composite performance are discussed. Although, the
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focus and development of this work is for carbon fibers, many of the procedures and
protocols demonstrated have application to a broad scope of high-performance fibers.
Chapter 1 reports the measurement of fracture toughness on single carbon fibers
using nano-fabricated, focused ion beam (FIB) milling techniques to introduce failure
initiation sites of prescribed geometries. Chapters 2 and 3 apply the unique dynamic
testing feature of the nano-tensile testing system used here on multiple fibers and report
fundamental materials properties and behaviors undetectable with conventional tensile
testing approaches. Chapter 4 introduces a fiber bundle model which utilizes single fiber
information observed in previous chapters as a first step in predicting the behavior of
fibers in composite parts. The chapters in this document were written to be self-standing
and autonomous articles, and thus, each chapter contains a specific introduction
(including literature review) and conclusion regarding that study.
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CHAPTER I: FRACTURE BEHAVIOR OF INDIVIDUAL CARBON
FIBERS IN TENSION USING NANO-FABRICATED NOTCHES

3

A version of this chapter was originally published by Matthew Kant and Dayakar
Penumadu:
Kant M, Penumadu D. (2013). “Fracture behavior of individual carbon fibers in
tension using nano-fabricated notches.” Composites Science and Technology, 89(0):83-8.
This paper was first authored by Matthew Kant and edited by his advisor Dr.
Dayakar Penumadu. In whole, the work presented here was performed by Matthew Kant.

Abstract
The fracture toughness of single Toray T700 polyacrylonitrile (PAN) carbon
fibers is measured using focused ion beam (FIB) nano-fabrication techniques to induce
controlled geometry of end notches with lengths 100nm to 1µm. These fibers were
subjected to axial loading with a nano-tensile testing system for evaluating mode I
fracture behavior. The test data indicates the mode-I fracture toughness (KIC) for these
PAN based carbon fibers is 1.73 MPa·m1/2 for notch sizes larger than 300nm, which
compares well with limited previous studies. However, measurement scatter in the
current study is significantly reduced by using a FIB artificial notch opposed to the native
flaw distribution for fracture initiation. In addition, improved fiber mounting and
alignment procedures coupled with the precision of the nano-tensile testing system assist
in unprecedented resolution in single fiber fracture toughness. For notch sizes less than
0.3µm, the KIC fracture toughness increases with decreasing notch size, confirming PAN
carbon fibers sheath/core microstructure hypothesis. The softer core and harder shell due
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to synthesis and processing steps suggest the measured data has important implications to
single carbon fiber structure-mechanical property relationship.

1 Introduction
The use of carbon fibers as the continuous reinforcement in fiber reinforced
plastics (FRP) has seen significant expansion in the past two decades both for marine and
aerospace composite application due to excellent strength and stiffness to weight ratios. It
is anticipated this trend will continue as the demand for lightweight, energy efficient
materials accelerates, noting significant improvements to environmental resistance,
fatigue strength, and the evolution of simple and repeatable “out-of-autoclave”
manufacturing techniques. Specifically, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) is currently
exploring carbon fiber composite sandwich structures for use in very large sea worthy
vessels. With respect to design and selection of FRPs, substantial limitations are
associated with fracture and ultimate failure resistance as these tend to occur
catastrophically. Typically, the failure of FRPs follows this general order; matrix crack
propagation, fiber delamination and crack bridging, and lastly, fiber rupture. Hence, the
fracture resistance of the single fiber phase is directly associated to the fracture resistance
of the whole composite, and as such, little work has been done directly measuring and
observing the fracture behavior of single carbon fibers. This is most likely due to the
unique experimental challenges associated with small sample diameters, which are on the
order of 5-10 microns. In this paper, the authors present a very precise approach by
integrating a nano-tensile testing system to measure the fracture toughness of single
5

PAN, polyacrylnitrile, carbon fibers. PAN carbon fibers are commonly acknowledged as
the most important of the major carbon fiber precursors; PAN, pitch, and rayon [1]. The
processing of PAN carbon fibers consists essentially of two steps; oxidation at 200300°C under tension and graphitization at 1000°C. If desired, additional improvement in
modulus can be achieved by heat treatment up to 3000°C [1]. Recently, carbon fibers
with exceptional moduli, >250 GPa, have been produced from electrospun PAN
precursors at much lower graphitization temperatures, 800 °C [2]. Electrospinning allows
for the production of extremely fine fibers, on the order of 100-300 nm, improving
oxygen dispersion during stabilization and mechanical properties. T700 PAN carbon
fibers are categorized as intermediate modulus and high strength, where the latter results
from processing in a clean environment, reducing surface defects. A noted limitation in
processing occurs in the surface diffusion of oxygen during stabilization, which is
generally thought to give rise to the sheath/core structural heterogeneity. Many authors
have documented skin to core structural heterogeneity for PAN based carbon fibers
exposed to high heat treatment [3-7]. The relative size of the skin and core regions
depend strongly on the fiber processing, specifically stabilization and heat treatment.
Zhou demonstrated by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) with 110 nm resolution a sharp reduction in
basal plane orientation from fiber sheath to core for high heat treatment PAN carbon
fibers, concluding the fiber sheath was approximately 2 µm in depth [4]. Using x-ray
diffraction on a single fiber from a high flux synchrotron source, Paris et. al. have shown
6

a continuous decrease in basal plane orientation from fiber surface to core. In contrast,
Bennett and Johnson have observed a fiber skin on the order of 150 – 250 nm with larger
crystallite dimensions and higher carbon basal plane axial orientation for PAN carbon
fibers heat treated to 2500 °C [3]. In agreement with a thin outer skin, Feih et. al. have
shown for T700 carbon fibers there exists a thin high modulus outer skin <650nm by
controlled incremental mass removal with mechanical testing [8].
Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) has been shown to provide acceptable
results to model brittle type fracture of commonly used engineering structural materials.
Using simple but practical LEFM approach, the fracture toughness under mostly mode-I
conditions is expressed as in Eq. 1:

K IC = σ f Y π ⋅ a c

(1)

where the mode I stress intensity factor, KI, is directly related to the tensile strength, σf,
by the root of the flaw size, a, with a geometrical correction factor, Y. For small diameter
fibers, the size of the critical flaws leading to failure become difficult and often
indiscernible even with powerful imaging tools such as a Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM). Hence, the fracture strength of brittle fibers from past studies was obtained
through the mirror-zone size relationship, originally developed for glass and ceramics [916]. The mirror zone, defined by the smooth region around a flaw on a fracture surface, is
consistently observable and related in size to the flaw about which fracture initiated. The
critical flaw size to mirror zone ratio is considered to be a constant for a given material,
which must be established empirically in samples when the critical flaw size is
7

obtainable. As the first to directly measure single carbon fiber fracture toughness, Honjo
[11], by the mirror zone approach, measured the KIC fracture strength of single PAN
T300 and T800 carbon fibers to be approximately 1 MPa·m1/2. This technique, while
useful as an approximate toughness measurement, has been documented to simplify
irregular flaw geometries and average out discrepancies in flaw sizes [16]. Additionally,
past studies show significant scatter in the mirror zone to critical flaw size relationship,
suggesting a more complex behavior than what is assumed.
Recently, a new technique under development utilizes artificial, milled notches by
focused ion beam (FIB) as failure initiation sites [17-19]. The clear advantage of this
approach is the ability to introduce a notch of known and verifiable geometry, avoiding
the estimation of flaw size and possible error in fracture strength measurement. This
technique has seen limited but successful applications to date on Toho Tenax IM-600
PAN carbon fibers (diameter 5-6 µm), silicon carbide fibers (diameter 7.5 µm), and
Al2O3 fibers (diameter 8-17 µm). In the work presented here, the technique is extended
by the authors to Toray T700 PAN carbon fibers having an average diameter of 7 µm
with a highly precise sample mounting approach and nano-tensile testing system to obtain
fracture properties of single fibers.

2 Experimental Procedure
Single Toray carbon fibers, type T700 were obtained from Devold LT650 woven
fabric in stitched fiber bundles. Fibers were prepared and tested in the condition that will
mimic their use in FRP composites and related applications. Specifically, sample sizing
8

which coated the fiber and enhanced the fiber/matrix interface was left intact. Tensile
tests were performed on the MTS Nano Bionix universal testing machine (UTM). This
machine is uniquely suited for single filament tensile testing because of its exceptional
load and displacement resolution, on the order of nN and nm, respectively.
Gripping a single fiber requires well designed procedures to reduce misalignments and stress concentrations at the fiber ends. Procedures adopted in this work
were developed from ASTM C1557-03 and ISO 11566:1996 standards and further
refined to accommodate both the nano UTM and the Focussed Ion Beam equipment [20,
21]. Some noteworthy modifications were made to account for template bending,
described in Figure 1, and to improve fiber alignment in the template plane. The template
grip technique, summarized in Figure 2, prevents direct grappling of the sample itself by
attaching the fiber to a “rigid” frame, easily handled. This frame can then be placed in
either the FIB or UTM for notch milling or tensile testing. By using Aluminium, nondisposable templates, the bending moment phenomenon common to softer, disposable
templates, plastic or paper, was inhibited. To construct the template frame with which
individual fibers were gripped, the pre-fabricated metal template ends were placed in an
alignment block with precisely machined grooved slots. Nylon 6/6 plastic strips were
glued to the template ends to create the temporary frame. On each template tab a
fiduciary centreline mark was precisely scratched to which fibers were aligned during
mounting. Fibers were held temporarily in place with tape prior to the application of
epoxy, (West System®), which provided final mounting of the fiber to the template end.
9

The holes shown in the template ends were designed for mating of the template frame to
dowels on the nano UTM grips, shown in Figure 3. Based on experience gained during
this study, this grip system proved to be highly reliable, repeatable, and robust. Two
drawbacks to the conventional mounting procedure, specifically the bending moment and
fiber alignment in the template plane, have been overcome with the approach presented.
Fracture initiation sites were prepared using a FIB to mill an edge notch into a
single fiber for studying mode I crack propagation. FIB milling procedures are now well
established for many materials with the recent advances related to nano-fabrication based
devices. The goal of FIB milling was to machine a chord through the cross section of a
single fiber as in Figure 4, and to this end, special attention was given to develop a
milling procedure that would produce repeatable, sharp notch geometries. The defined
milling path for the ion beam was a line geometry raster over the notch length “a”, where
the beam to sample orientation is given in Figure 4. Relatively low beam currents, ~0.05
– 0.10 nA, were used in order to reduce the rate of ion impingement on the fiber surface
during notch definition. Otherwise, unwanted morphology changes can occur during high
dose irradiation. In addition, multiple beam passes were implemented to further reduce
the rate of ion impingement. This procedure also helps by removing re-deposited material
produced during previous ion raster passes. It is noted that with all FIB machines wear of
the apertures will produce broadening of the beam, reducing the precision of the tool in
milling. Some flexibility in beam currents was accommodated to maintain the sharp
crack. The number of milling passes the beam made over the defined line was adjusted to
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achieve depth necessary. Generally, the passes were on the order of 200 – 400k. Figure
5a shows a typical end notch for T700 carbon fiber using the described procedures. An
advantage of the sample preparation and mounting technique presented here was the
simplicity in which it was incorporated with the FIB. The mounting alignment block was
assembled to the FIB such that no additional handling of the fibers was done after
mounting. After samples were milled they were loaded to failure in tension at 1.0e-4 ε/s.
The strain energy stored in some fibers upon failure is sufficient to initiate additional
fractures along the gage length, making sample retention inconsistent. To retain sample
ends for post-failure imaging, individual fibers were coated in a damping material,
glycerin, similar to that done previous studies [11, 12]. Tensile tests with and without
glycerin indicated no change in measured stress/strain behavior, thus validating the use of
glycerin to retrieve broken fiber surfaces after fracture experiments. The removal
procedure, employing ethanol followed by de-ionized water rinse, was implemented after
the fracture ends were recovered. Lastly, samples were cantilevered over a conductive
substrate exposing 1mm or less such that their fracture surfaces could be imaged in SEM,
Figure 5b.

3 Results
Equation 1 was used to calculate the KIC fracture toughness of the sample. An
appropriate model was selected from literature for the calculation of Y, the dimensionless
stress intensity factor (SIF), according the notch geometry described in Figure 4. Toribio
et al. [22] has done a comprehensive analysis of stress intensity factors obtained by finite
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element method (FEM) for isotropic, homogeneous round bars with straight edge and
penny shaped notch geometries [22]. The result of this work found that Valiente’s SIF
solution, shown in equation 2 and plotted in Figure 6, best approximates the stress
intensity factor for chosen crack geometry [23].

( D) + 19.3500(a D)

Y = 1.4408 − 3.6364 a

2

( D) + 36.8446(a D)

− 34.7849 a

3

4

(2)

The location of the maximum SIF along a milled notch is centrally located, demonstrated
in Figure 4 as position X for the specimen geometry used in this work [22]. Since the
notch depth a used in this research is larger than the thickness of sample sizing, fracture
properties will not be affected by fiber sizing. Carbon fiber sizing is typically few tens of
nanometers, for example 30 nm, which is well below the smallest notch size used here
[24]. The small thickness of sizing was also confirmed by not observing a second phase
in the high resolution SEM fracture surface images. The crack sizes implemented for
carbon fiber testing in this work correspond to an a/D ratio of 0.15 or smaller. Although it
is well-known that carbon fiber elastic properties are highly anisotropic, the non-axial
properties are not well-defined. Furthermore, radial heterogeneity resulting from
sheath/core structure gives rise to a spatial distribution yet to be quantified. Hence, as the
simplest case, put forth here, to demonstrate validity of the FIB technique for fracture
toughness measurement, the isotropic case proves adequate.
Images of the fracture surfaces from SEM were used to measure the actual a/D ratio for
each fiber and to confirm failure initiated starting from crack tip induced by FIB milling.
A typical fracture surface with example diameter and notch size measurement can be
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seen in Figure 5b. A summary of diameters measured for fractured fibers is given in
Table 1, demonstrating considerable variation of diameter from sample to sample at
fracture location. By updating the diameter from each fracture surface, changes in both
stress and SIF were accounted for, reducing error in the total fracture toughness
measurement. A typical load displacement curve for carbon fiber T700 specimens with
FIB notch is seen in Figure 7. Failure load was taken to be the peak load before sample
rupture. Figure 8a summarized the mode-I fracture toughness for the carbon fibers
studied here at 2 gage lengths, 5 and 25mm. No variation with change in sample length
was observed. Although fiber alignment to the load frame axis became more challenging
with smaller gage lengths, sample vibration from the FIB stage during milling was
reduced, improving notch fidelity. Above 0.3 µm, KIC remained a constant with respect to
notch size as seen in Figure 8a. The consistency of KIC at large notch sizes indicates that
the toughness measurement indeed is a fundamental material property, independent of
notch geometry. A slight increase in KIC with decreasing notch size was noticed below
0.3 µm, suggesting material inhomogeneity with greater fracture resistance in the outer
sheath than in the less graphitized core. Hence, this work supports the presence of thin
fiber skin on the order of 300 nm in which contrasting micro-structure exists similar to
that described by Bennett and Johnson [3]. In general, the KIC for PAN T700 fibers was
determined to be 1.79 MPa·m1/2 considering all notch sizes and 1.73 MPa·m1/2 for
notches greater than 0.3 µm.
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Figure 8b compared the KIC fracture toughness by artificial FIB notch of Toray
T700 carbon fibers measured in this study with that of Toho IM-600 PAN carbon fibers
from Ogihara et al. [18]. Excellent agreement was seen for notch sizes less than 0.2µm,
but above this notch size significant deviation was clear. The Toho IM-600 fracture
toughness increased almost linearly with notch size above 0.2µm, while that of Toray
T700 remained inert. Due to the linear increase, the suggested use of the FIB approach
for fracture toughness measurement was for notch sizes below 0.2µm threshold,
remaining in the flat regime. Because no such trend was documented for the T700
fracture toughness presented here, the acceptable range was extended beyond 0.2µm to
approximately 1.0µm or an a/D ratio of 0.143. Also, a significant notch size effect was
not documented by other authors using the FIB technique for fracture toughness
measurement on ceramic fibers [17, 19]. It was possible the longer milling times from
increased notch depth could introduce blunt notches, a result of the FIB milling procedure
caused by residual damage as it cuts deeper into a material. Generally, with respect to
FIB milling, sharp aspect ratios are difficult to create from limitations in material
removal, for instance holes that are much deeper than they are in diameter. Thus, shallow
notches were typically sharper and more ideal for application of LEFM. No noticeable
increase in fracture toughness with notch depth indicated FIB notch aspect ratio remained
satisfactory over the a/D domain.
Table 2 compares PAN carbon fiber KIC fracture toughnesses from this study with
that measured by Ogihara through FIB technique and Honjo by mirror zone. As
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mentioned, the work on IM-600 agreed well for small notch sizes. The mirror zone
fracture toughness of PAN T300 and T800H under estimated the fracture toughness
compared with that of the FIB approach on PAN T700; 1.00 to 1.73 MPa·m1/2. This
discrepancy could be the result of sample difference, but inaccuracies associated with
credibility of the mirror zone to flaw size relationship and the distribution of random flaw
geometry, render the mirror zone approach an approximate method for single fibers.

4 Conclusions
Novel mounting techniques introducing a custom, recyclable metal-polymer
template have been developed for performing highly precise tensile testing of single
carbon fibers in order to measure mode-I (KIC) fracture toughness. The mounting
approach was adaptable such that nanofabrication of individual 7µm Toray PAN T700
carbon fibers with focused ion beam milling was implemented readily. The complexities
associated with testing small diameter fibers related to misalignment and bending were
significantly reduced with the experimental procedures developed in this research. By
FIB milling single fibers, sharp edge cracks of controlled size and geometry at target
locations along the gage length were introduced. Using edge notched fibers, mode-I
fracture behavior was determined for single carbon fibers with notch lengths in the range
of 0.1 to 1.0µm. It was concluded PAN carbon fibers tested herein yielded a KIC fracture
toughness value of 1.73 MPa·m1/2, consistent with reported values for PAN carbon fibers
from limited past studies. Additionally, the technique was applied to larger notch sizes
(~1.0 µm) without any apparent aberration on fracture toughness with increasing notch
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size. A small increase in fracture toughness observed with decreasing notch size indicates
the presence of sheath/core material heterogeneity and also demonstrates the precision
measurement of mode-I fracture behavior over a wide range of notch sizes beyond sheath
region obtained by the techniques presented here. The application of single fiber FIB
milling and integrated mechanical property measurement with a nano-tensile testing
system as demonstrated is a significant improvement to current single fiber fracture
toughness measurements, and is highly effective for obtaining precise fracture behavior
of small diameter carbon fibers.
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CHAPTER II: DYNAMIC MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION
FOR NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE CARBON FIBERS
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Abstract
In the work presented here, small amplitude in-situ dynamic loads are
superimposed onto quasi-static tensile tests, to obtain storage and loss modulus as a
function of global strain for deforming single PAN carbon fibers. This technique allows
for the measurement of carbon fiber modulus at unprecedented resolution without the
need for compliance correction, which is difficult to implement as carbon fibers have a
non-linear modulus dependency with strain. The relationship of the elastic modulus with
strain is quantified to evaluate the single fiber nonlinearity during extension. Fibers with
initially higher modulus are shown to have greater nonlinear dependency on strain
amplitude, even for fibers taken from the identical tow. The strong correlation between
tensile modulus with strain and its initial modulus indicates that the measured mechanical
properties describe a fundamental structure of carbon fibers.
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1 Introduction
The unique mechanical behavior of high performance carbon fibers is their nonlinear,
elastic stress/strain relationship, whereby the ratio of axial stress to strain (Young’s
modulus) increases with increasing stress/strain amplitude [25-32]. The phenomenon has
been observed for multiple specimen configurations including unidirectional resinimpregnated fiber tow, unidirectional composite coupon fiber mat layup, and single
filament tensile test. It is widely accepted that the nonlinearity results from a recoverable
reorientation of carbon planes (alignment of carbon planes to the fiber axis) with applied
axial stress or strain prior to reaching failure stress, within the “elastic” regime [25, 29,
33]. Due to the highly anisotropic nature of the graphitic composition, the apparent
modulus increases as these structural units reorient. Hence, the initial modulus and the
change in modulus with applied stress/strain are directly related to material microstructure, depending in part on the orientation of carbon planes with the fiber axis.
Experimental data indicate that the tensile modulus increases with axial strain according
to the following relationship:

E (ε ) = E0 [1 + γε ]

(1)

where E is the tangential modulus, E0 is the initial tangential modulus, and γ is the
coefficient describing the modulus dependency on strain, ε, for a given fiber type [28].
Accurately measuring carbon fiber modulus and the modulus dependency with strain are
fundamental to understanding the mechanical behavior of high-performance carbon
composites, specifically in the critical areas of interface load transfer mechanism and the
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development of high performance fibers [24]. Measurement of the empirical parameter γ
depends greatly on the experimental approach used to evaluate tensile stress-strain
behavior (single fiber or tow based testing). Thus, a wide variation in γ has been reported
from past literature for many fibers, and in some cases, little, if any, nonlinearity was
observed [34]. This indicates the mechanical response reported in the majority of the
published literature is dependent on the testing protocol rather than the material
microstructure. In the case of obtaining stress-strain behavior of carbon fibers by a resin
impregnated tow of fibers (bundle), varied amounts of inter-fiber effects, e.g. fiber
alignment, length distribution, and interactions, can dominate the measured stress-strain
relationship, inhibiting the ability to infer true stress-strain behavior of single carbon
fibers as a result of carbon plane realignment during axial extension. Figure 9 compares
the stress-strain behavior and modulus from the authors 25mm T700 single carbon fiber
tensile test with a 100mm 12k T700 impregnated carbon fiber tow from Zhou et. al. [34].
Clearly these tests, although on the same material, demonstrate obvious differences in
mechanical behavior and hence, variation of coefficients from Eq. 1. Although easier to
prepare and apply on-specimen techniques for strain, resin-impregnated tows consistently
underestimate axial moduli and its dependency on strain due to the inter-fiber effects. For
example, Hughes has measured the dimensionless, nonlinear coefficient, γ, of Toray
T300 fibers to be 15 by tow method, while Djordjević et al. reported γ to be 22.65 based
on single fiber tensile test [28, 31]. Furthermore, it is likely for tow based testing that the
measured modulus does not involve the entire volume fraction of reinforcing
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constituents. R’mili tested 6k T300 tows, which when compared with single fiber moduli
were estimated to consistently engage only 4,000 fibers, suggesting the rest were broken
during sample preparation and hence, did not contribute to the load bearing capacity of
the tow during extension [35].
A significant advantage of the resin impregnated tow test is the ability to apply on
specimen strain techniques to avoid grip compliance issues associated with engineering
strain. An extensometer is typically used for on-specimen strain, but rigidly attaching this
device results in stress concentrations at the attachment locations and potential premature
failure. Optical strain techniques are possible, although challenging due to the initial and
changing surface topography when surface tracking is required. Thus, it is not uncommon
in industry for separate samples to be created for obtaining failure stress and modulus,
leaving the relationship between tow failure and modulus unknown.
To obtain mechanical properties of fibers, the single-fiber tensile test is preferred
[28]. However, accurately measuring strain and initial fiber diameter along the gage
region presents a significant challenge, in addition to suitably gripping a single fiber.
Commonly, single-fiber specimens are glued to either paper or plastic templates to reduce
stress concentrations at the fiber ends during tensile testing as per ASTM and ISO
standards [20, 21]. The additional material—glue, template and embedded fiber—
introduces compliance into the load path that must be subtracted from the total
displacement measurement. Current single fiber tensile testing standards apply a single
compliance correction to the entire strain domain, independent of sample loading.
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However, due to progressive interface delamination within the grip region, system
compliance will increase during a tensile test, decreasing the measured modulus.
To overcome the challenges and limitations described above for obtaining stressstrain behavior of carbon fibers, a novel in-situ dynamic method for single fiber tensile
testing is implemented in this study to determine axial mechanical properties with
exceptional measurement resolution in axial load (~nN) and displacement (~nm). Most
importantly, sample stiffness is determined independent of total specimen displacement
or engineering strain, making the measurement of moduli unaffected by system
compliance [26]. Herein, nonlinear, elastic properties for different types of Toray PAN
carbon fibers are presented using this dynamic approach. Due to the nature of nanotensile testing precision, it is hypothesized a significant increase in the modulus
dependency with strain will be observed compared to what was reported from
conventional single fiber and tow based tensile testing techniques in the past published
literature. The objective of this study is to evaluate the ‘γ’ parameter accurately for a
given fiber to relate carbon fiber synthesis techniques to mechanical properties in a
unified formulation.

2 Experimental Approach
2.1 Single-fiber Tensile Test
Individual polyacrylonitrile (PAN) carbon fibers were mounted on tabs for tensile
testing following techniques described previously [20, 21, 36]. Six types of Toray PAN
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carbon fibers were used in this study selected to represent low, intermediate, and high
modulus with designations T300, T400, T700, T800, M40J, and M50J. The fiber crosssections were assumed round, and the diameters were acquired from manufacturer’s
specifications. Diameter measurements obtained by scanning electron microscope on 30,
T700 fibers demonstrate the average diameter of samples tested here, 6.95 ±.29 µm, are
in close agreement with that of the manufacturer’s specification of 7.0 µm.
Tensile tests on single fibers were performed using the MTS Nano Bionix UTM®
Universal Testing System (Figure 10). The load sensing apparatus of the Nano UTM is
the nano-mechanical actuating transducer (NMAT). The NMAT column has three main
components; an electromagnet, a capacitance gage, and supporting leaf springs, as shown
schematically in Figure 10. A deforming sample is attached to the NMAT at one end and
is extended at the other by an optically encoded stepper motor with 35 nm resolution in
displacement positions. The capacitance gage measures the vertical displacement of the
NMAT column, while the electromagnet applies load, either tension or compression. The
testing system uses a PID feedback loop to obtain the load on the sample by applying the
necessary force to maintain a zero displacement condition in the NMAT’s capacitance
gage when the sample is extended in tension via the extension axis at the top. Hence,
deformation is applied through the extension axis at the top of the fiber, while the control
system applies load through the electro-magnet at the bottom of the fiber, necessary to
keep the NMAT in a fixed position. Maximum load is limited by the current allowed to
the electromagnetic coil, approximately +/-500mN. When the NMAT shaft is not
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engaged with a sample, an upward, vertical force of approximately 250 mN is needed to
lift the weight of the column using the grips implemented for this study. This will have
the effect of increasing the maximum tensile load from 500 mN to 750 mN or shifting the
usable range to 250 mN in compression and 750 mN in tension.
2.2 Dynamic Testing by Continuous Stiffness Measurement
This testing system is unique in its ability to apply small, in-situ sinusoidal loads
during quasi-static tensile extension. These small sinusoidal loads, maximum of 4.5 mN,
are superimposed onto the restoring force necessary to maintain the constant position in
the capacitance gage. The corresponding sinusoidal displacements are measured at the
capacitance gage, from which a lock-in amplifier determines the phase angle between the
applied sinusoidal load and resulting displacement.
The complex state of stress and strain for a linear viscoelastic material can be
expressed as in Eqs. 2 and 3 [37].

σ * = σ o e iωt + σ r

(2)

ε * = ε o e i (ω t − φ )

(3)

The suffix “r” denotes the restoring stress determined by the feedback loop, and ϕ is the
phase angle between the applied harmonic load and the measured harmonic displacement.
Using Hooke’s law and considering the small amount of time that static stress is nearly
constant, the complex moduli can be evaluated as below:
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σ * = E * ε * = (E '+iE")ε *

(4)

σ
E ' =  o  cos (φ )
 εo 

(5)

σ
E " =  o  sin (φ )
εo 


(6)

where E’ is the storage modulus representing applied sinusoidal stress in-phase with
strain and E’’ is the loss modulus representing the out-of-phase component.
The NMAT in free space, with no sample engaged, can be mathematically
represented by a 1-D harmonic oscillator shown in Figure 11a, described by the following
equation of motion:

F0 e iωt = m&z& + C S z& + K S z

(7)

where m , K S , C S are the mass, stiffness, and damping in the NMAT column, z is the
column displacement, and ω is the frequency of load oscillation. Assuming a harmonic
solution as in Eq. 8 and substituting the appropriate time derivatives into Eq. 7, the
dynamic stiffness and damping are obtained as:

z = z 0 ei (ωt +ϕS )

(8)

F0
cos(ϕ S ) = K S − mω 2
z0

(9)
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F0
sin(ϕ S ) =C S ω
z0

(10)

ϕ S is the phase angle between harmonic load and displacement from only considering
instrument contributions. The natural frequency is approximately 8 Hz for the grip
system used in this work, which can change depending on the mass on the column. When
the sample is engaged, the model in Figure 11a is updated to include the sample as a
linear spring and dashpot in parallel as the NMAT and sample experience the same
harmonic displacements due to the system configuration. Hence, a Voigt solid is chosen
to model the viscoelastic behavior of the sample. Using the same procedure as before,
the resulting dynamic stiffness and damping with the fiber engaged can be determined as
follows:

F0
cos(ϕ S + F ) = K S + K F − mω 2
z0

(11)

F0
sin(ϕ S + F ) = (C S +CF )ω
z0

(12)

where K F and C F are the stiffness and damping of the sample. To extract material
properties from the dynamic experiments, the characterization of instrument coefficients
is needed, such that Eqs. 9 and 10 are subtracted from 11 and 12. The instrument’s
stiffness (Eq. 9) and damping (Eq. 10) are measured pre-test when the sample is in a
slackened state for each new fiber specimen. This assumes the slightly slackened sample
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offers no buckling resistance, which is reasonable for high aspect ratio samples, such as
carbon fibers and allows for mass fluctuations between tests. It is common to plot a
sinusoidal function in which the amplitude (F0/z0), frequency (ω), and phase (φ) do not
vary with time as a phasor diagram. The phasor diagram in Figure 11b illustrates
graphically the dynamic stiffness and damping for the NMAT with and without a sample
attached driven at 20 Hz. The contribution of the sample to the total stiffness and
damping can be observed as the difference between these two vectors and is the
parameter of interest to measure for a given fiber.
The 1-D model, including sample and machine components, is useful for
measuring material properties if it accurately describes the behavior of the NMAT and
sample, i.e. no additional modes of oscillation are present and the material response is
representative of linear viscoelasticity. As shown previously by Herbert et al. additional
modes of vibration occur for the NMAT at frequencies above 50 Hz [38]. Thus, for the
work presented here, only 20 Hz harmonic loading was used. To demonstrate linear
viscoelasticity, the identical carbon fiber was deformed to an axial strain of 0.8% with
0.04, 0.4, and 4.0 mN harmonic loads at 20 Hz as shown in Figure 12a. Measured values
of elastic modulus (storage modulus) were nearly identical for the three harmonic loading
conditions, demonstrating the validity of the model used in this study. The initial value
and the variation of elastic modulus with strain is an important representation of the
typical mechanical response of single carbon fiber, i.e. linearly increasing modulus with
strain. In the 4.0 mN case an apparent strain offset is noticeable; a result of the fiber
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transition from the slack to taught state with a large dynamic load, which will oscillate in
and out of tension until the static load is greater than the harmonic load. When the static
load and the harmonic load are of equivalent magnitude, the identical storage modulus is
observed. Because carbon fibers have little or no viscous effect at room temperature and
loading and unloading of a single T700 carbon fiber, shown in Figure 12b, indicates the
deformation behavior is purely elastic, the loss modulus for this work is not considered in
the discussion as the measured damping values were negligible [39]. Hence, the dominant
elastic response confirms the Young’s modulus and storage modulus should be in
agreement.
All dynamic tests were performed with a harmonic load of 0.040 mN;
significantly smaller than oscillation techniques implemented in limited previous studies.
Beetz and Budd used 8 µm harmonic displacements on 40.0 mm length carbon fibers,
dynamic loading comparable to the 4.0 mN case presented in Figure 12a [26]. In this
work, the corresponding harmonic displacement for 0.040 mN loading is ~100 nm on
25mm T700 carbon fiber at 20 Hz. Thus, the dynamic mechanical properties are probed
here with virtually no damage (from fatigue) during tensile extension.
The following equation is used to define the dependency of axial modulus with
strain.

E (ε ) = (γE 0 ) * ε + E 0

(13)

Here, γE0 is the slope of modulus with strain and E0 is the initial modulus. A linear curve
fit over the prescribed strain region, given in Table 3 for each fiber type, is used to
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determine γE0 and E0 for each sample. A graphical description of this procedure is shown
in Figure 13.
2.3 Carbon Fiber Compliance Measurement
Because on specimen strain techniques present significant challenges for small
diameter fibers, tensile experiments rely on engineering strains, which require corrections
for grip compliance to estimate the true strain values. The correction for system
compliance is critical to accurately determine tensile properties, specifically the modulus
of carbon fibers. System compliance measurements were implemented following
suggested procedures as per ASTM and ISO standards for single-fiber tensile testing [20,
21]. The total compliance measured, W, can be expressed as the sum of sample, Da, and
system, Ds, assuming the sample and grip behave as linear springs in series.
(14)

W = Ds + Da
Using Hooke’s law, the modulus can be expressed in terms of sample compliance.

E=

l
l
σ Fl 0
=
= ka 0 = 0
ε A∆ l
A Da A

(15)

Combining 14 and 15, a linear relationship between total compliance and gage length can
be derived, where Ds is the y-intercept and 1/EA is the slope.

W = Ds +

l0
EA

(16)

If the sample has a linear stress-strain response, a linear curve can be fit between total
measured compliance, , and gage length,

. Generally, three samples, which have the
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same modulus and cross sectional area, are tested at three different gage lengths. Once Ds
is determined, the corrected modulus and strain can be calculated by the following
relationships.

E=

l0
(D − D s ) A

(17)

(18)

Ext sample = Ext meas. − Ds F
For non-linear, elastic carbon fibers, where the tangent modulus can increase ~50% from
initial point to failure, specific strain regions must be selected to measure W such that the
modulus for varying gage lengths is comparable. Suggested location and size of these
regions are given in the ISO standard, based on the fiber failure strain; low, medium, or
high [21]. The suggested region for T700 carbon fiber used in this compliance analysis
was 0.001 – 0.006, which corresponds to ~10 – 50 mN of tensile force. The system
compliance correction adopted by standards assume that the sample and grip behave as
set of linear springs in series, in which case Eq. 16 is valid. However, for template based
grips, the glue and fiber interface will likely delaminate as loading progresses, increasing
the system compliance. The additional strain from interfacial failure will decrease the
measured modulus, specifically at higher loads, creating the need for a load dependent
system compliance correction. To observe the increasing system compliance, the
measurement procedure was repeated at 10 mN axial load increments from 15 – 75 mN
for three gage fiber gage lengths; 5, 10 and 15 mm. The measured system compliance
was then used to correct the quasi-static modulus to compare sample nonlinearity with
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results obtained from CSM approach, which does not require compliance corrections
[26].

3 Results
3.1 Measured system compliance dependency with axial load amplitude
The system compliance measurements at increasing axial loads reveal a linear
increase of Ds starting between 10-15 mN as seen in Figure 14, suggesting the presence
of fiber/glue interface delamination with increasing load. Hence, the standard load level
independent compliance adjustment would be insufficient to obtain accurate moduli for
carbon fibers, specifically as load amplitude increases. Substituting the linear system
compliance correction, Ds(F), obtained from Figure 14 into Eq. 18, a corrected modulus
dependency with strain is demonstrated in Figure 15a for a T700 carbon fiber, increasing
the slope of modulus with strain from 3805 to 5488 GPa/ε. Hence, the ASTM and ISO
standards underestimated the modulus dependency on strain, γ, by approximately 30%.
Comparing the corrected modulus/strain relationship demonstrated in Figure 15a with the
in-situ CSM storage modulus obtained during the same test in Figure 15b, only 5.0%
difference is achieved; 5488 to 5764GPa/ε. Djordjević et al. have previously obtained
4795 GPa/ε for the modulus dependence with strain for single T300 carbon fibers, which
is approximately 13% below that reported here in Table 4 for the average of T300 fibers
tested [7]. This discrepancy is likely the result of fiber/glue delamination during tensile
extension, effectively increasing the system compliance. Most importantly, the static,
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load independent compliance correction is incapable of determining γ due to inherent
deficiencies in the standard test protocol.
3.2 Nonlinear Stress/Strain Response of carbon fibers from CSM
Previous work has demonstrated increasing axial carbon plane alignment with
axially increasing load/strain amplitude, but accurate measurements of fiber moduli with
tensile extension have been limited by standardized techniques [29, 31, 40]. Therefore,
the modulus dependency with strain for various types of PAN carbon fibers produced by
Toray were investigated by in-situ CSM approach, considering T300, T400, T700, T800,
M40J, and M50J fibers. Typical storage modulus with strain relationships acquired by the
CSM are given in Figure 16a. All fibers demonstrated increasing modulus with strain.
T300, T400, and T700 fibers had similar moduli and modulus/strain relationships, while
T800, M40J, and M50J had successively increasing moduli and modulus/strain
dependency. T300, T400, T700, and T800 fibers demonstrated excellent modulus
linearity with strain in agreement with Eq. 13, but a slight deviation from the linear
approximation with respect to strain was observed for M40J and M50J fibers. Hence, the
non-linear behavior diminished as the axial modulus of the fiber approached that of
single crystal graphite. Softening behavior, documented previously for tow testing
approach, was not observed here for any sample, i.e. fibers continually stiffened until
failure [29, 34].
Using Eq. 13, γE0 and E0 were calculated for multiple single fiber tests, the
average values of which are shown in Table 4. Consistently, γE0 by CSM is greater than
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that reported previously for similar samples by impregnated tow, confirming the
hypothesis that conventional tow testing technique would under-predict PAN carbon fiber
modulus dependency on strain due to intrinsic errors associated with tow testing protocol.
A unique master relationship is observed for all fibers evaluated in this study by plotting
the slope of the modulus with strain, γE0, against the initial elastic response, E0, as in
Figure 16b. The ratio of γE0 to E0 was found to be 29.4. This positive correlation was not
only observed on a tow to tow basis, but also within a single tow from fiber to fiber,
demonstrating the precision of the testing techniques implemented in this study. The
linear γE0 to E0 relationship from fiber to fiber within a single tow indicates structural
differences analogous to that observed amongst all PAN fiber types, specifically greater
carbon plane axial orientation and graphitization, in addition to dimensional changes,
gage length and/or diameter. In general, this trend suggests the formation of high
modulus PAN carbon fibers creates compliant structural pathways, which enable carbon
plane reorientation under applied stress. The excellent correlation in Figure 16b would
suggest a fundamental process-structure-property relationship of PAN carbon fiber
microstructure, linking γE0 to E0, and the following universal constitutive model for PAN
carbon fiber modulus is proposed:

E (ε ) = E 0 + (29.4 * E 0 − 1010) * ε

(18)

The variation of γE0 and E0 within a single tow, disqualifies carbon fibers for the
standardized compliance correction technique as the modulus between samples is not
constant. In practice, to obtain reliable axial moduli, techniques requiring compliance
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corrections should be avoided due to sample non-linearity and modulus inconsistency.
Hence, the CSM approach introduced in this work is the most suitable technique for
accurately measuring axial, elastic properties, specifically for the purpose of
understanding microstructure to mechanical property relationships, resulting from various
carbon fiber precursors and synthesis techniques.
Precise fiber properties and their statistical distribution are also essential for
multi-scale modeling of composites from mechanical properties of fibers and resin
system. The work here suggests the measured statistical distribution of fiber elastic
properties obtained within a single tow is due to the effect of structural differences
between fibers. Non-uniform fiber mechanical properties within a tow will result in stress
concentrations with applied deformation, leading to premature failure and decreased
carbon fiber based polymer composite mechanical properties. Thus, at a manufacturing
level, the ability to discern the mechanical property distribution of PAN and PAN carbon
fibers across the spinneret and at all processing stages, as the techniques here are shown
to do, is critical to integrity of the composite part.

4 Conclusions
A novel nano-tensile testing system has been developed for performing highly
accurate dynamic tensile testing of small diameter (100 nm to 100 microns) fibers. This
system is capable of applying simultaneous sinusoidal loading on a deforming fiber under
tensile extension, to obtain the dynamic moduli as a function of global strain. The true
elastic, axial mechanical behavior as it relates to microstructure is optimally evaluated by
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the CSM testing technique using single fibers. The CSM moduli are unaffected by system
compliance effects, such that on-specimen strain measurement techniques and/or system
compliance corrections are not necessary to acquire very precise elastic properties on
single fibers. Tensile testing of PAN carbon fibers reported in literature by static singlefiber stress-strain differentiation with a standardized compliance adjustment or fiber tow
tests have generally under-estimated the modulus dependency on strain. From our study,
the CSM technique demonstrated an increase in the modulus dependency on strain by as
much as 30%, when compared to past studies. The technique presented here is useful to
obtain the relationship between tensile modulus and microstructure without test protocol
ambiguity. A strong, universal relationship between modulus dependency on strain and
initial modulus was observed for all types of carbon fibers evaluated in this study,
demonstrating an unprecedented sensitivity to structural changes from fiber to fiber. The
ratio of γE0 to E0 was found to be 29.4, which is observed to be a universally applicable
for PAN carbon fibers. In general, the use of CSM moduli has application for all types of
single fibers that exhibit significant variation in stress/strain response with time,
including high-performance fibers such as Kevlar and ultra-high molecular-weight
polyethylene.
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CHAPTER III: DYNAMIC MECHANICAL TENSILE OF TESTING
OF SINGLE FIBERS FOR DAMPING AND ENERGY DISSIPATION
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Abstract
Damping is determined as a function of axial strain for a single fiber by applying
small in-situ harmonic loads onto a fiber while deforming under tensile extension. The
results presented here provide new insight into material deformation behavior associated
with complex processes such as yielding in poly-crystalline and amorphous fibers,
physical meaning of rate independent deformation response, and energy absorption
associated with fiber reinforced composites. The experimental approach required the use
of high resolution nano-mechanical testing equipment and a new calibration procedure,
accounting for phase shifts associated with signal processing instead of material response.
Results are summarized for T700 carbon fiber (7 microns in diameter), K129 Kevlar fiber
(12 microns), copper fibers (45 microns) and aluminum fibers (45 microns), and
polyethylene fibers (140 microns demonstrating interesting material responses associated
with the role of energy dissipation on deformation mechanics. The testing protocol
presented here is generalizable to any fiber for which tensile testing is required,
specifically those for which energy absorption is of high interest.

1 Introduction
Damping is a material property which defines its ability to dissipate energy and is
useful for applications requiring the suppression of mechanical energy. Typically, for a
given material damping is quantified by the loss factor, which is the ratio of energy lost
to that stored during cyclic loading. A material that does not store any strain energy is
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purely viscous, while a material that returns all strain energy after loading and unloading
is purely elastic. Most materials fall between these two extremes and hence, are
commonly referred to as viscoelastic. Measuring a materials loss factor traditionally
involves Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA), a testing methodology which requires
the creation of bulk samples in specific geometries. Hence, this equipment is not suitable
for single fibers or thin films. Alternatively, the continuous dynamic analysis, CDA,
option of the recently developed Nano UTM has the ability to measure in-situ the
dynamic stiffness and damping of fiber samples deforming in tension. Thus, storage and
loss modulus of a sample is determined at a specific stress/strain amplitude. Previously,
using the Nano UTM, such experiments have been performed for spider silks and thin
film carbon nanotube composites, noting that the observed loss modulus indicated energy
used for irreversible deformations relating to structural changes [41, 42]. Hence, the
measurement technique is a unique tool for characterizing high performance fibers or thin
films, specifically for those with applications intended for energy absorption.
However, previous measurements using the nano UTM are fraught with
systematic error due to an additional frequency dependent phase angle offset present in
the initial condition of the instrument as first reported by Herbert et al. [43]. Due to the
relatively small phase angles typically associated with single fibers, the correction is
mainly required for damping measurements, and as will be shown later in this paper,
stiffness measurements remain relatively unaffected. The need for phase correction can
be clearly observed from the measured phase angle for a single fiber in tension at
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multiple frequencies, as shown in Figure 17 for Kevlar 129 and Toray T700 carbon
fibers. The linear increase in the experimentally measured phase angle for a single fiber
sample is a result of the frequency dependent instrument phase lag rather than sample
response. Thus, to obtain meaningful sample damping, the instrument contribution must
be removed. A calibration procedure for this phase correction was first documented by
Herbert on the MTS nanoindenter XP, which is similar to the Nano UTM in that it shares
many identical hardware components, in particular the phase-lock amplifier (PLA),
which measures the phase angle between the load and displacement signals. However, the
correction procedure developed for the nanoindenter by Herbert et al. [43] is not suitable
for the single fiber testing system because the contact stiffness of indentation and tensile
extension are orders of magnitude different, ~1e6 to ~1e3 N/m, invalidating the
conditions outlined for application. Thus, a new method is developed in this paper to
employ suitable phase correction procedures without the need for a reference calibration
sample, making the procedure universal (i.e. applicable for both instruments) and a
relatively fast. Using this new procedure, accurate energy absorption properties for
increasing strain rates are reported on carbon, polymer, and metallic fibers for the first
time.

2 Theory
When a fiber is subjected to uniaxial harmonic loading, the stress and strain state
can be described by the following relationships.
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σ * = σ o e iwt

(1)

ε * = ε o e i (ω t − φ )

(2)

The fiber strain lags the applied harmonic stress by ϕ, which will be zero for a material
with stress and strain perfectly in phase (i.e. for linear elasticity). The dynamic moduli
can be determined by combing eqns. 1 and 2.

σ * = E * ε * = (E '+iE")ε *

(3)

σ
E ' =  o  cos (φ )
 εo 

(4)

σ
E " =  o  sin (φ )
εo 


(5)

The loss angle, ϕ, describes the dissipation of energy or the quantity of strain which is
out of phase with the load and results from fundamental processes occurring on the
microstructural level associated with energy dissipation. For instance, metals absorb
energy through heat dissipation and plastic deformation, including dislocation motion,
twinning, vacancy and interstitial motion, and internal friction. However, for composite
materials the energy dissipation is significantly more complex and can arise from
multiple sources; the fiber and/or matrix phase, the interphase region, damage to
fiber/matrix interface, fiber failure, material plasticity even in the global “elastic” regime
due to stress concentrations and local non-uniformities, and thermal damping from the
flow of heat as a result of cyclic loading [44]. Many of these are the result of permanent
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damage in the composite microstructure, but determining the source of permanent
damage would require knowledge of each process and phase. Hence, a technique to
determine the damping of a single fiber specific to a composite system is important for
improved understanding of energy absorption of fiber reinforced composites and is a
natural application for the work presented in this paper.
The phase angle, ϕ, between sinusoidal loading and the corresponding
displacement for a single fiber clamped at one end and oscillating at the other will be a
function of frequency, ω, sample length, l, and material properties, loss angle, φF, and
mechanical wave speed, c [45].

φ = φ{ω , l , ϕ F (ω ), c(ω )}

(6)

Considering the relatively low frequency range used for the measurements implemented
in this study (5-40 Hz), and short gage lengths (25 mm), eqn. 6 can be simplified as
follows.

φ ≈ ϕF

(7)

As described previously by Danilatos, it is desired to operate in conditions that results in
φF ≈ ϕ, which occurs when the drive frequency is well below the first natural frequency
of the fiber [45]. The maximum usable frequency for this instrument is ~45 Hz, due to
the excitement of additional vibrational modes, but well below the natural frequency of
the fiber samples used here [43].
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Electronics associated with sampling and signal conditioning result in additional
phase lag not related to sample response. Thus, the phase angle measured by the phase
lock amplifier, φPLA, contains a phase shift from the combined sample and NMAT in
addition to an electronic phase shift, φMisc, which is described by the following
relationship.

ϕ S + F = ϕ PLA − ϕ Misc.

(8)

ϕ S + F is the phase associated with the NMAT and/or fiber, while φMisc. accounts for all
other contributions, which must be removed. The NMAT is the load sensing apparatus of
the Nano UTM, and it has three main components; an electromagnet, a capacitance gage,
and supporting leaf springs, as shown schematically in Figure 10. A deforming sample is
attached to the NMAT at one end and is extended at the other by an optically encoded
stepper motor with 35 nm resolution in displacement positions. The capacitance gage
measures the vertical displacement of the NMAT column, while the electromagnet
applies load, either tension or compression. The testing system uses a PID feedback loop
to obtain the load on the sample by applying the necessary force to maintain a zero
displacement condition in the NMAT’s capacitance gage when the sample is extended in
tension via the extension axis at the top. Hence, deformation is applied through the
extension axis at the top of the fiber, while the control system applies load through the
electro-magnet at the bottom of the fiber, necessary to keep the NMAT in a fixed
position.
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To determine φMisc. and perform accurate damping measurements, the motion of
the NMAT is modeled as a 1-D harmonic oscillator, as shown in Figure 11a with and
without coupled sample, in order to predict the free space phase response of the NMAT,

ϕ S , with drive frequency. To calculate ϕ S , consider the common 1-D harmonic
oscillator model with the following equation of motion (EOM):

F0 e iωt = m&z& + C S z& + K S z

(9)

Where m, K S , C S are the mass, stiffness, and damping in the NMAT column, z is the
column displacement, and ω is the frequency of load oscillation. Assuming a harmonic
solution (eqn. 10), the following relationships for dynamic stiffness (eqn. 11), dynamic
damping (eqn. 12), and ϕ S (eqn. 13) are derived.

z = z 0 ei (ωt +ϕS )

(10)

F0
cos(ϕ S ) = K S − mω 2
z0

(11)

F0
sin(ϕ S ) =C S ω
z0

(12)



ϕ S = tan −1  C S ω
2
K S − mω 


(13)
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Hence, if the EOM is suitable and the coefficients are known, φMisc. can be calculated
from the difference of the measured phase angle at the PLA, φPLA, and the predicted
phase angle from the 1-D harmonic model, ϕ S .
Combining eqns. 11 and 12 and solving for z0/F0, the dynamic compliance is
found to be a function of m, K S , C S , and the driving frequency, ω. The coefficients for
the EOM are determined by fitting experimental dynamic compliance to eqn. 14. The
experimental dynamic compliance relies on the harmonic load, which is related to the
applied current to the magnetic coil, and the harmonic displacement measured from the
capacitance gage.

z0

((


=  K S − mω 2
F0 

)

2

2

+ CS ω

2

)

1

2





−1

(14)

It is important to note, when a sample is attached the EOM incorporates elements
representing the sample of interest, as shown in Figure 11a with sample stiffness and
damping components. To extract materials properties, the NMAT and sample must be
decoupled. The mathematical description and implementation of this process has been
presented by the authors previously [46]. This procedure occurs independent of the phase
calibration, the specific topic of this work and thus, is treated separately.

3 Experimental Approach
Tensile tests on single fibers were performed using the MTS Nano Bionix UTM®
(Universal Testing System). Samples were mounted according to ASME and ISO
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standards using a custom approach described previously [36]. This setup was uniquely
designed to minimize system compliance, misalignment, and unwanted grip effects
during tensile loading. Fiber samples selected for this study were used to demonstrate the
applicability of established procedures for a wide variety of material microstructures and
included metallic fibers, pure 45 µm Copper and Aluminum, polymer fibers, 12 µm
Kevlar 129 and ~140 µm polyethylene (PE), and carbon fiber, 7 µm Toray T700.
To measure the dynamic compliance of the NMAT in free space, frequency
sweeps were performed from 1 – 50 Hz in 0.5 Hz increments. The magnitude of the
harmonic displacement was varied from 300nm up to 3 µm, repeating the frequency
sweep for each harmonic displacement. The stiffness and damping of the NMAT as
described by the model in Figure 11b and eqn. 9 are dependent on the location of the
displacement in the capacitance gage, and thus, all frequency sweeps were performed at
gage’s central position, which is the target location of the control system for tensile
testing. Generally, over small ranges, +/- 100 µm, the instrument stiffness and damping
can be considered constant, but for tests where large changes in the NMAT position
occur, the assumption is no longer valid.

4 Results
4.1 Phase correction
The dynamic compliance for the NMAT was measured from 1.5 – 38.5 Hz and is
presented for a harmonic displacement of 2,500 nm in Figure 18a. As the frequency
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increases the dynamic compliance decreases, demonstrating the quadratic dependency of
inertial stiffness on frequency from eqn. 11. For the mass of the grips used in this work,
38.5 Hz is the maximum frequency that can be achieved, while maintaining the desired
2,500 nm harmonic displacement. This is a direct result of the current limitation to the
magnetic coil, which corresponds to approximately +/- 500 mN. A fit of the measured
dynamic compliance to eqn. 14 gives the coefficients for the 1-D harmonic oscillator
EOM representing the NMAT from which the predicted phase angle can be calculated.
Plotting the predicted phase angle, ϕ S , and the measured phase angle, φPLA, as in Figure
18b, the correction, φMisc, is observed from the difference of these two. As the drive
frequency increases so does φMisc, the same trend first observed in the experimental data
in Figure 17. If the NMAT behaves according to the 1-D harmonic oscillator model, the
difference between the predicted and measured phase angles represents the correction
needed. The specific source for this measured difference is likely coming from the
associated electronic signal conditioning hardware, but the correction approach
implemented here will be independent of the source and is useful as a universal
correction procedure. Repeating the fitting procedure for multiple harmonic
displacements from 300 to 3,000 nm and calculating φMisc, Figure 19a demonstrates the
correction is independent of the harmonic oscillation magnitude up to 3,000 nm, which
suggests that the analytical model for correcting phase is accurately describing the motion
of the NMAT. A comparison of the phase correction determined on the UTM with that
from Herbert on the Nano Indenter XP is given in Figure 19b, exhitbiting excellent
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agreement across the two platforms, which share many identical hardware components
[43]. This supports the theory that the shared electronic hardware is causing the phase
lag. Hence, knowing the necessary correction factor, meaningful damping measurements
on single fibers as a function of strain can be now performed.
4.2 PID and strain rate
The sample load during tensile testing is derived from the zero displacement
control logic implemented for the NMAT, while the extension of the sample is
determined from the difference of the vertical displacement of the NMAT and the
extension axis, Figure 10. It is assumed that the control logic of the NMAT maintains the
zero displacement condition, such that the displacement rate of the crosshead is
responsible for the attaining the desired strain rate. However, the actual achievement of
the programmed strain rate is possible only if the control system is properly tuned.
Generally, stiffer samples require faster PID response to achieve higher loading rates for
a given rate of strain. Using default conditions, often the strain rate deviates from that
programmed as the PID struggles to achieve the loading necessary. In this situation the
centerplate of the NMAT drifts up in unison with the extension axis and the actual strain
rate is reduced. If the sample of interest is not strain rate dependent, tensile tests are
unaffected since load/displacement information is still known. Cases involving
viscoelastic material response, for which material damping measurements are of
particular interest, would be expected to be have strain rate dependencies. Furthermore,
the properties of the NMAT defined in 1-D harmonic model, Figure 11, are location
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dependent, such that if the PID fails to maintain a reasonable position control, the phase
correction is no longer valid. For these reasons, PID tuning is critical to accurate damping
measurements.
The stiffness of a single fiber sample is a function of modulus, gage length, and
cross-sectional area, and is the primary parameter for indicating the performance
feedback system. Hence, PID tuning is not only dependent on the material being tested,
but also on its geometry. In general, typical PID tuning approaches are applicable.
However, specific procedures were implemented to improve performance, which
involved updating the PID coefficients during the tensile test to assist for abrupt changes
in stiffness, i.e. the slackened to taught fiber state and elastic to plastic material transition.
For samples of high stiffness, >1000 N/m, increasing the proportional control to the
necessary value to maintain <5 microns of offset from the center position of the NMAT
during tensile testing would result in instability while the sample was in the slackened,
pre-test state. During instability the displacement will oscillate to the NMAT’s maximum
positions, resulting in no meaningful load and displacement information. Thus, an
increase in proportional control to the desired level was implemented during the
transition from the slackened to the taught state. For large stiffness changes during
testing, i.e. the onset of sample plasticity, the proportional control must be again reduced
to prevent instability. A combination of proportional and integral control was found to be
successful, increasing the proportional control at the initiation of tension. In general,
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greater proportional control is required for two testing conditions, higher strain rates or
samples of greater stiffness.
4.3 Dynamic Moduli
The correction of storage and loss moduli is demonstrated for T700 carbon and 45
µm copper fibers in Figure 20a & b at a harmonic loading frequency of 20 Hz,
corresponding to approximately 1º of calculated electronic phase lag from Figure 19b.
For both samples, the storage modulus experienced negligible change upon phase
correction, since the fibers are dominated by their elastic response, even beyond yielding
threshold for copper. The phasor diagram for a sample with dominate elastic response is
demonstrated in Figure 11b. The minimal correction in the storage modulus can be
graphically observed by considering the change in the x-component of the samples
dynamic phasor after subtracting the 1º from the measured phase angle. However, the
loss modulus, the y-component of the sample phasor, will be considerably altered.
Therefore, to measure accurate material damping, tan δ, on most single fibers, even small
phase offsets are significant, and thus, the large correction in loss modulus is observed for
both copper and carbon fibers. For the uncorrected carbon fiber nearly all the measured
damping is the result of instrument phase lag, and as expected, the corrected sample
phase angle was nearly zero until its failure.
The stress/strain relationships for all fibers tested here are given in tile “a” of
Figure 21-Figure 25 for multiple strain rates, on which PID control effect is demonstrated
in tile “b” of Figure 21-Figure 25. In general, the programmed strain rates are attained
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with small exceptions at the initiation of sample tension due to the settling of the PID
controller. For low loads most materials can be considered elastic, and hence, small
deviations in strain rate are considered inconsequential. However, large changes in
sample stiffness, i.e. elastic to plastic transitions, can result in sudden strain rate bursts as
the control logic adjusts to the new sample stiffness. For instance, the 5e-5 /s rate for
Copper in Figure 22b shows a 60% sudden increase in strain rate at the onset of sample
plasticity, which manifests as a small stiffening in the sample’s stress/strain response in
Figure 22a.
T700 carbon fibers in Figure 21 substantiate nearly ideal elastic behavior. As
would be expected, the phase angle is nearly zero or small enough to be within the
precision of the instrument resolution. Previously, it has been shown that carbon fibers
exhibit little viscoelastic behavior for axial deformation, which is confirmed with
damping measurements here [39, 47, 48]. Similarly, it has been established that the
storage modulus and its strain dependency agree well with the Young’s modulus derived
from static stress/strain response [46]. Since the measured phase angle is a combination
of grip and sample response, achieving a zero phase angle suggests that the contribution
of the glue and interface region is insignificant, an assumption maintained for all other
samples and critical to single fiber damping measurements in general.
The dynamic tensile testing of metallic fibers is demonstrated for Copper and
Aluminum in Figure 22 & Figure 23. Initially, the storage modulus, loss modulus, tan δ,
and phase angle are static and equivalent with strain for all strain rates, suggesting elastic
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behavior. At the onset of plasticity, the loss modulus increases to a plateau level, where it
remains until sample failure. The height of the plateau level has a strong dependency on
the prescribed strain rate. The average of the plateaued loss modulus in the plastic, 0.6%
– 1.1%, and elastic, <0.5%, strain regions were plotted against the strain rate for each
test in Figure 26a & b for both Aluminum and Copper fibers. The strain rate dependency
of the plastic loss modulus for metallic samples appeared nearly linear, for which the
slope is related to the yield stress of the each sample, approximately 225 to 325 MPa for
Aluminum and Copper, respectively. Thus, with greater deformation rates, energy
absorption increased proportionally. At very small strain rates, <1.0e-5 /s, no increase in
the loss modulus is observed in the transition from elastic to plastic behavior. Hence, to
maintain rate independency in the quasi-static stress/strain response, as observed in
Figure 22a &Figure 23a, the data indicate an increase in the loss modulus, i.e. the energy
absorption rate, is necessary, and the slope of the plastic loss modulus plateau with strain
rate is indicative of the materials yield stress.
The dynamic tensile testing for polymer fibers was demonstrated here on fibers
representing minor and substantial viscoelastic behavior: 12 µm Kevlar® k129 and ~140
µm Polyethylene fibers in Figure 24 & Figure 25. Kevlar® is a liquid crystal polymer
composed of short, rigid, rod-like molecules with strong secondary bonding. These fibers
are known exhibit non-linear behavior, increasing axial modulus with strain similar to
that of carbon fibers, due to the reorientation of crystallites in-part from multi-scale
unwrinkling of molecular structures [49-52]. Hence, structural properties dictating the
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global stress/strain behavior are a mixture elastic and plastic, micro and macro scale
effects. Pure quasi-static stress/strain behavior is often mixed with softening such that the
stress induced modulus changes are suppressed. Hence, it is common to perform
unloading and reloading tests to probe elastic and plastic proportions with continued
deformation. With in-situ dynamic testing, the elastic response with energy absorption
can be monitored continuously as a function of strain, without unloading and reloading.
In Figure 24c a substantial increase in the storage modulus with strain is observed. This
stiffening is not clearly evident in the static stress/strain, Figure 24a. The magnitude and
continuous increase in the storage modulus matches the behavior of moduli determined
from stress/strain relationships upon unloading [49]. However, the dynamic techniques
used here are considered to be independent of gripping compliance, which will decrease
the apparent modulus with greater effect at higher strains [46]. The increase in storage
modulus does not have a constant rate with strain, indicating the underlying structural
cause is likely changing during tensile extension. The behavior of the loss modulus in
Figure 24d demonstrates two clear phases, an initial rapid increase followed a plateau
region until failure. Previous experiments on Kevlar® 49 have demonstrated that tensile
strains are reversible below 1.0% extension, at which point permanent deformation
begins. This recoverable strain threshold appears to correspond with the plateau region of
the loss modulus. Furthermore, the onset of plasticity demonstrates significant rate
dependency in the loss modulus plateau value, repeating behavior observed here for
metallic fibers. Initial damping, tan δ, in Figure 24e rises, but peaks and begins to
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decrease when the loss modulus reaches plateau value, suggesting permanent structural
changes, such as increasing crystallinity, during plastic deformation. Thus, the
decoupling of stress induced modulus increase can be discerned as elastic from 0-0.5%
strain and plastic from 0.5% to failure. Since the storage modulus increases continuously,
this data supports an initial deformation mode of macroscopic elastic unwrinkling of
polymer chain kinks or pleats in hydrogen bonded sheets, followed by permanent plastic
deformation from strain induced crystallization.
In contrast to Kevlar®, the stress/strain behavior of PE in Figure 25a demonstrates
clear strain rate dependency. It is common to achieve higher yield stresses with larger
strain rates for PE because the time dependent softening effects of molecular
disentanglement are diminished with increasing strain rate. The storage and loss modulus
for PE given in Figure 25c & Figure 25d both increase with tensile extension up to %1.0
strain, likely the result of strain induced reorientation and crystallization. However, the
damping, tan δ, of PE fibers was found to be greater than that of Kevlar®, 0.015-.025 to
0.06 – 0.08, as would be expected considering the predilection of Kevlar® to crystalline
structure due to the hydrogen bonding along its polymer backbone. During plastic
deformation post yield, PE is the only sample tested here in which no clear strain rate
dependency was observed for the loss modulus. Comparing the dynamic response of
Kevlar®, metallic fibers, and PE, viscoelastic behavior is clearly marked by the lack of
rate dependency in the energy absorption during deformation.
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5 Conclusions
A 1-D harmonic oscillator was shown to sufficiently describe the motion of the
NMAT for the Nano UTM and was used to predict the instruments phase angle as a
function of frequency. Observing the difference between the predicted and measured
phase angle, the phase lag originating within signal conditioning electronics was
calculated and accounted for. The extraneous phase lag obtained here agreed well with
previous measurements performed differently but on similar equipment. Although, this
technique has the advantage that a “zero damping” sample is unnecessary. Hence, it is
applicable to both UTM and indentation instruments utilizing similar hardware.
The strain rates programmed are susceptible to the ability of the PID controller to
maintain the pseudo-rigid boundary condition designed for the NMAT. The motion of the
NMAT during tensile extension is critical for accurate damping measurements because
the phase calibration is dependent on the z-location of the NMAT. In general, for both
stiffer samples and higher strain rates greater proportional control is necessary.
Transitions in stiffness, i.e. slack to taught fiber state and elastic to plastic material
response, required adjustment to the control parameters in-situ to maintain the desired
strain rates and avoid control system instability conditions. Specifically, for the work here
at the initial point of tension, proportional control was increased such that during the
elastic portion a large steady-state offset was not encountered. However, if the stiffness
of the sample decreased during tensile extension, for instance with metallic samples,
greater proportional control contributed to oscillation in the NMAT capacitance gage and
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in the strain rate, which caused noise in the dynamic experiments, most obvious in the
higher strain rates.
The corrected storage and loss moduli were demonstrated on example fibers
which exhibit a range of viscoelasticity. The dynamic testing approach is highly sensitive
to stress induced changes in material response, such as the transition from elastic to
plastic behavior, which may or may not be evident in the quasi-static stress/strain
relationship. Contrasting the samples tested here reveals that rate independent
stress/strain behavior is characterized by rate dependency in the dynamic energy
absorption, i.e. the loss modulus. Studying materials using this approach delivers keen
insight into structural evolution with strain, demonstrated by the transition of Kevlar®
from elastic to plastic deformation previously only obtainable by cyclic loading
techniques.
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CHAPTER IV: THE DISTRIBUTION OF SINGLE CARBON FIBER
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND ITS EFFECT ON FIBER TOW
FAILURE
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Abstract
The elastic properties of single carbon fibers can vary significantly even from
fibers taken from within the identical fiber tow. Previous attempts to model fiber bundles
based upon the mechanical behavior of single fibers has demonstrated that broad
variation in single fiber failure strength can be detrimental to the tow efficiency. In this
chapter a new model was developed which simulates the stress/strain behavior of fiber
tows based upon the property distributions obtained from single carbon fiber tensile
testing properties, considering their nonlinear stress/strain behavior. A 15% reduction in
failure stress was found for a fiber tow with a modulus distribution of ±8% standard
deviation, typical for high performance carbon fibers. However, the tow failure stress
efficiency increases with increasing elastic property distribution, suggesting that the
failure stress distribution of single fibers comprising the tow is not as detrimental to
overall tow performance. Furthermore, carbon fiber modulus dependency on strain
amplitude only has an effect on the maximum tow stress if fiber slack (resulting from
variation in gage lengths or misalignment) is considered, indicating that manufacturing
processes control of alignment of individual carbon fibers in a tow can be critical to
improved strength of a carbon fiber composite.

1 Introduction
Carbon fibers used in fiber reinforced plastics (FRPs) are ideal in engineering
applications for their exceptional strength and stiffness to weight ratios. One of the most
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critical design properties of composites systems is the failure stress of resin impregnated
fiber tows, since many parts are constructed from these entities and they represent the
basic unit from which fiber manufacturers typically report mechanical properties for a
given fiber type, such as modulus and failure stress. This is likely because single fiber
testing is often challenging and cumbersome, requiring a large effort to obtain reliable
data that is also statistically representative of large number of fibers that make up carbon
fiber tows. However, the tow strength is strongly dependent on the mechanical properties
of single fibers, which are often distributed over a given range depending on
manufacturing process control and precursor properties, and the interfacial shear strength
of the fiber/matrix system. Hence, to understand and improve composite performance and
efficiency, the mechanical behavior of fiber bundles needs to be carefully evaluated as a
function of controlling parameters.
Many authors have developed mathematical models to predict failure stress of fiber
tows using information from single fiber properties. Coleman defined the tow efficiency
as the ratio of tow failure stress (or strength) to average single fiber failure stress and
observed that it decreased with increasing variation in fiber strength, i.e. the standard
deviation of fiber strength [53]. Hence, large fiber failure stress distributions produce
weaker fiber bundles, despite having an identical average failure stress. Phoenix and
Taylor demonstrated that non-uniform loading, such as fiber slack or gage length
variation, will decrease the maximum tow stress [54, 55]. These models predict a tow
failure stress assuming that the fibers act independent of each other and loading
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progresses for each fiber until its failure. Hence, they physically represent a situation of
polymer composite tow with zero interfacial shear strength. Calard improved upon these
assumptions by incorporating local load sharing effects after an individual fiber failure
event, which is likely the case since a matrix is present in a typical composite system
[56]. However, previous authors utilized a constant value of axial modulus for the elastic
behavior of single fibers, which is reasonable considering that obtaining reliable elastic
information for single fibers is a challenging exercise, specifically for the case of carbon
fibers whose modulus has a known dependency on strain [25-31, 46]. Quantifying the
effect of elastic property distribution on the maximum tow stress for real carbon fiber
tows is now plausible. Using single fiber nano-tensile and novel testing protocol, it was
experimentally determined that elastic properties have a considerable variation within a
tow. The distribution of elastic modulus was shown to be likely a structurally dependent
result of the carbonization process, rather than the result of testing ambiguity. Thus, it is
the goal of this chapter to also explore the effects of elastic property distribution within a
fiber tow on the tow strength, specifically for the case of non-linear carbon fibers.

2 Modeling of Fiber Tow Tensile Behavior
Carbon fibers have the following elastic response, for which the modulus, E, has a
nonlinear strain dependency.

E (ε ) = (γE 0 ) * ε + E 0

(1)
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Where E is the tensile modulus at a given strain amplitude, E0 is the initial modulus, and
γ is the non-linear coefficient with respect to strain, ε [28]. Based on the stress-strain load
and unload curves for single carbon fibers before reaching failure, the non-linear
relationship is fully recoverable, which suggests it is not the result of permanent
distortion to the original fiber micro-structure. It is widely accepted that the non-linear
stress/strain behavior results from the reorientation of carbon planes (alignment of
carbon planes to the fiber axis) with applied axial stress prior to reaching failure [25, 29,
33]. Measurement of the parameter γ depends greatly upon the test method adopted,
derived from tensile testing of a single fiber or a resin impregnated fiber tow. However,
the authors have recently quantified γ through an advanced dynamic single fiber testing
approach, demonstrating eqn. 1 can be reduced to a single parameter model for PAN
based carbon fibers [46].

E (ε ) = E 0 + (29.4 * E 0 − 1010) * ε

(2)

Thus, once the initial modulus, E0, is determined, eqn. 2 can be used to calculate the
nonlinear strain dependency.
The stress/strain behavior of a fiber tow with “N” fibers was modeled according
to single fiber statistical distributions for failure stress, F ± σF, modulus, E0 ± σE, and
non-uniform loading, i.e. fiber slack. Fibers were assumed to be individual, elastic
members, whose properties were determined by single fiber tensile testing in a previous
study [46]. Each fiber generated had an initial tensile modulus (E0,i), a failure load (PF,i),
and an initial displacement to tension. The tow tensile test model proceeds by applying
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small displacement increments, δ in Figure 27a, of 1 µm to a randomly generated fiber
bundle according measured statistical distributions. The instantaneous stiffness of ith fiber
at the jth displacement increment is given by the following relationship derived from
eqns. 1 and 2.

K i, j =

Σδ 
A
+
−
E
(
29
.
4
*
E
1010
)
*
0 ,i
 0 ,i

l0 
l0 

(3)

Where K is fiber stiffness, A is cross sectional area, assuming 7µm diameter for Toray
T700 carbon fibers, and l0 is fiber gage length, 25 mm for single fiber tensile testing data
used here. Thus, the fiber load, P, on the ith fiber for the jth displacement increment is the
load from the previous displacement step plus that of the current displacement step.

Pi , j = Pi , j −1 + K i , j δ

(4)

The total load on the tow, PTotal,j, at a given displacement is the summation of all fiber
loads that have not yet reached their failure load, PF,i, and that have attained their
prescribed displacement to tension, minus the summation of loads for fibers that failed
during up to the current displacement step.

PLoad , j = ∑ Pi , j (Pi , j < PF ,i )

(5)

PFail , j = ∑ Pi , j (Pi , j > PF ,i )

(6)

PTotal , j = PLoad , j − PFail , j

(7)
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Thus, if a fiber fails during a displacement step, the load it carried is subtracted from the
total load, such that the tow test starts and finishes at a load of zero. In some cases
presented, an initial amount of slack is prescribed such that fibers do not all achieve
tension simultaneously, i.e. loading is non-uniform. Fiber slack is quantified by the
standard deviation of the distribution of displacements needed to bring the ith fiber into
tension presented in terms of strain, σε, as shown in Figure 27b. Thus, small σε means
fibers achieve tensile response in unison, while large σε means fibers achieve tension over
many displacement increments. Lastly, the tow failure stress, Tf, is defined as the
maximum tow stress achieved after all fibers have failed.

3 Tow Modelling Results
Figure 28 demonstrates stress/strain response of the modeled 3k fiber tow for
Toray T700 carbon fiber properties given in Table 5. All fiber tows finish at zero
load/stress, at which point all fibers have reached failure. The peak before this point is
designated the maximum or failure stress. Figure 28 compared the effect of elastic
modulus distribution and failure stress distribution on the tow models peak stress. Case 1
demonstrated the maximum possible failure stress considering a fiber tow with uniform
moduli of 204 GPa and uniform failure stress of 3.59 GPa. As would be expected, case 1
achieved a tow failure stress of 3.59 GPa. Case 2 applies a standard deviation of ±8% in
elastic modulus distribution within the fiber tow, which decreased the maximum stress of
the fiber tow approximately 15%. Case 3 included only the failure stress distribution with
a standard deviation of 0.829 GPa or ±23%, reducing the tow failure stress by 35%.
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Cases 4 & 5 introduced the modulus dependency on strain (i.e. nonlinearity), which
increased the stress/strain slope and decreased the strain to failure, but did not affect the
maximum tow stress, comparing cases 1&2 to 4&5. Hence, non-uniformities in fiber
mechanical properties within a tow have the general effect of reducing the maximum tow
stress, for which the failure stress distribution was more significant using Toray T700
carbon fiber properties.
Coleman defined the tow efficiency as the ratio of tow failure stress, Tf, to the
average fiber failure stress, F, and demonstrated a significant decrease with increasing
variation in fiber strength, σF [53]. This observation was also seen in Figure 29a for fiber
properties from case 1, demonstrating the model used in this work agrees with the
analytical solution developed by Coleman. As shown in Figure 29a, for increasing
distributions of fiber moduli, cases 2, 5, & 6, the tow efficiency is reduced, calculating
the efficiency using Tf/F determined from case 1 at σF / F = 0. This implied increasing the
distribution of elastic modulus will reduce the maximum tow stress. Thus, it is important
for creating stronger fiber tows and thereby stronger composites to utilize fibers with
minimal variation and to implement testing protocol which is capable of discerning
elastic property distributions.
However, in Figure 29b the tow efficiency was calculated relative to the
maximum for each, individual case at σF / F = 0. This showed the tow efficiency
improved with increasing elastic modulus distribution relative to the case of zero
modulus variation, i.e. case 1, indicating that with increasing modulus distribution within
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a fiber tow, the distribution of failure has a diminished impact on the maximum tow
stress. This suggests for carbon fibers that have a large distribution of moduli or more
likely for tows utilizing fiber blends distribution failure stress has a diminished impact
when incorporating the distribution of modulus.
From Figure 28, it was surmised that the strain dependency of fiber modulus, γE0,
had no effect on tow failure stress, Tf, but incorporating fiber modulus distribution did
reduce the maximum tow stress. This result compared cases assuming uniform loading
conditions, i.e. σε = 0. However, uniform loading is not likely for most composite
systems, resulting from manufacturing processes and part fabrication. Due to the
empirical relationship given in eqn. 2, the elastic property distribution, σE, will actually
grow during the tensile extension because higher initial modulus fibers have a larger
modulus dependency on strain. This coupled with the introduction of fiber slack into the
model will magnify the modulus non-uniformity by allowing the nonlinear stress/strain to
widen the distribution of elastic properties. Fibers coming into tension at smaller
displacements will have their moduli increased, according to eqn.2, relative to fibers not
achieving tensile response until larger displacements. The reduction of tow failure stress
from this mechanism was captured in Figure 30a-d, where increasing fiber slack
distributions, σε, demonstrated an increasing reduction in maximum tow stress relative to
the cases with linear fiber behavior. Also, when no slack is present, Figure 30a, the
nonlinear and linear fiber behavior have the same maximum tow stress. Thus, the fiber
nonlinearity works upon the fiber slack to increase the modulus distribution and thereby
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decrease the tow failure stress. Figure 31 plots the standard deviation of the modulus with
tow strain, showing a significant increase for cases with increased initial fiber slack
distribution.
Furthermore, highly precise measurements of single fiber PAN modulus and
modulus strain dependency demonstrate a strong negative correlation between γE0, carbon
fiber modulus dependency on strain, and material tow efficiency seen in Figure 32,
determined from single fiber data acquired by the authors and tow data from the
manufacturer’s specifications. Hence, increasing nonlinearity in carbon fibers reduced the
tow efficiency consistently for Toray PAN carbon fibers. This indicates an inherent
threshold where increasing fiber properties would not improve tow performance,
specifically for carbon fiber composites which utilize manufacturing processes resulting
in less uniformity in fiber organization.

4 Conclusions
Fibers comprising carbon fiber tows have a distribution of both elastic and failure
properties. These distributions serve to decrease the maximum attainable tow stress and
likely weaken composite structures formed from such entities. It was shown herein that
the distribution of elastic properties can result in a reduced tow failure stress by 15%
considering elastic properties determined experimentally from Toray T700 carbon fiber.
Thus, tows comprised of fibers with greater uniformity in mechanical properties will
have higher ratios of maximum tow stress to average fiber failure, i.e. tow efficiency, but
average failure stress, elastic modulus, and nonlinear fiber stress/strain behavior had no
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effect on the tow efficiency. Additionally, increasing elastic distribution was shown to
improve tow efficiency relative to increasing failure stress distribution. Hence, the
combined effect of elastic and failure stress distributions on the reduction of maximum
tow stress was demonstrated to be diminished. When fiber slack was introduced into the
tow model such that a prescribed displacement was necessary for a fiber to achieve
tension, a reduction of maximum tow stress was documented, which was enhanced when
combined with fiber nonlinear stress/strain behavior. Furthermore, the standard deviation
of elastic modulus amongst fibers within a tow was shown to grow with tow strain,
indicating the increased distribution results in the reduced maximum tow stress. Thus,
manufacturing processes which result in greater disorganization will likely reduce
composite performance when coupled with nonlinear carbon fiber elastic behavior.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Nano-fabrication techniques used to notch single fibers were useful in obtaining
KIC fracture toughness on carbon fibers and observing radial structural
heterogeneity.
2. High resolution nano-mechanical tensile testing is capable of determining precise
nonlinear elastic behavior of carbon fibers as well energy dissipation of single
fibers during plastic deformation.
3. The transition of material behavior from elastic to plastic deformation was
marked by an elevated plateau loss modulus, the asymptotic value of which has a
positive correlation with strain rate.
4. Using the precise dynamic testing approach, a new model to universally describe
the elastic behavior of PAN carbon fibers was introduced, which reduces the
modulus dependency on strain from two parameters to one and suggests a shared
microstructure and deformation process for all PAN carbon fibers.
5. The distribution of fiber elastic properties within a single tow will have a
detrimental effect on tow failure stress.
6. Carbon fiber nonlinear stress/strain behavior was shown to further reduce the
strength of fiber tows by increasing the distribution of elastic moduli within the
tow in the presence of non-uniform loading conditions.
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Table 1 - Summary of diameter measurements made on fracture surface demonstrating
that nominal diameter will introduce noise in experimental measurement of KIC.

PAN T700

N

D (avg.)

Standard dev.

25 mm

27

6.73

0.33

5 mm

17

6.64

0.25

Total

44

6.69

0.30
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Table 2 - KIC fracture toughness of PAN carbon fibers by direct measurement comparing
FIB notch and mirror zone technique.
PAN Carbon Fibers

Selection (µm)

KIC

Std. Dev.

Total

1.79

0.21

a > 0.3

1.73

0.11

Total

1.79

0.16

a > 0.3

1.76

0.08

Total

1.78

0.28

a > 0.3

1.68

0.15

Total

2.40

0.80

a < 0.2

1.79

0.20

Total

1.15

0.18

Toray T700 5 & 25mm

Toray T700 25mm

Toray T700 5mm

Toho IM-600 [18]
T300 (mirror zone) [11]
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Table 3 – The selected strain domains over which single carbon fiber moduli were fit to
Eq. 13.
Sample

Strain Domain (%)

T300

0.1 - 0.82

T400

0.1 – 1.10

T700

0.1 – 1.0

T800

0.1 – 1.0

M40J

0.1 - 0.90

M50J

0.1 – 0.67
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Table 4 - Comparison of nonlinear elastic properties for multiple PAN fiber tow tensile
test with single-fiber dynamic tensile testing.

Current Study (single fiber with CSM)

Hughes (Tow) [28]

Samples

#

E0

γE0

E0

γE0

T300

29

222 ±11

5537 ±270

220

3300

T400

24

227 ±10

5556 ±238

230

3600

T700

15

204 ±15

5773 ±181

240

3840

T800

29

282 ±14

7173 ±395

270

4590

M40

26

409 ±31**

10732 ±827**

370*

8880*

M50

27

476 ±18**

13201 ±651**

430

11180

* denoted “M40B”
**denoted “M40J” and “M50J”
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Table 5 - Fiber properties used to model tow stress/strain behavior and the resulting
maximum tow stress, Tf.

Case

E0 ± σE (GPa)

F (GPa)

Nonlinearity
(Y/N)

σε (%)

Tf (GPa)

1

204

3.59

N

0

3.58

2

204 ± 15

3.59

N

0

3.04

3

204

3.59 ± 0.829

N

0

2.31

4

204

3.59

Y

0

3.58

5

204 ± 15

3.59

Y

0

3.03

6

204 ± 30

3.59

N

0

2.70

7

204 ± 45

3.59

N

0

2.45

8

204 ± 15

3.59

Y

0.08

2.88

9

204 ± 15

3.59

Y

0.16

2.6

10

204 ± 15

3.59

Y

0.24

2.33

11

204 ± 15

3.59

N

0.08

2.96

12

204 ± 15

3.59

N

0.16

2.76

13

204 ± 15

3.59

N

0.24

2.54
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Figures:
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Figure 1 - Demonstration of bending moment with template grip. Non-rigid, disposable
templates systemically suffer from template bending causing stress concentrations and
fiber failure at the grip points.
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Figure 2 - Demonstration of the template mounting procedure developed here; (a)
reusable template ends are placed in reference position, (b) template arms and fiber
sample are glued to the template ends, building complete frame, and (c) arms are
removed for tensile extension.
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Figure 3 - Design of custom grips used for Nano UTM with offset such that centerline of
the fiber sample is along the loading axis.
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Figure 4 - FIB milling geometry on the single fiber cross-section. The shaded area
represents the notched portion milled to depth “a” from the ion beam raster. Position “X”
represents the location of the maximum SIF (stress intensity factor).
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Figure 5 - (a) Electron beam image of milled notch. (b) Failure surface of T700 carbon
fiber in (a), demonstrating notch size and diameter measurement.
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Figure 6 - The dimensionless stress intensity factor (SIF) solution, equation 2, for a solid
cylinder with straight edge notch given by Valiente [23]. The notch sizes used in this
study were from 100nm to 1µm.
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Figure 7 - Load vs. displacement relationship for T700 carbon fiber with 0.73 micron FIB
milled notch.
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Figure 8 - KIC Fracture toughness of Toray PAN T700 and Toho IM-600 carbon fibers
using the FIB notch technique [18]. Reported toughness for Toray T700 was 1.73
MPa·m1/2 for notch sizes greater than 0.3µm. At small notch sizes the fracture toughness
between T700 from this study and IM-600 fibers agrees, but the general trend over all
notch sizes was significantly different for a >0.3µm.
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Figure 9 - Comparison of (a) stress/strain behavior and (b) modulus of T700 carbon fibers
obtained by single fiber and fiber tow tensile test, demonstrating that tow based tensile
testing does not replicate the mechanical response of a single fiber [34].
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Figure 10 - Nano Universal Testing Machine (left) and Nano Mechanical Actuating
Transducer (NMAT) configuration (right).
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Figure 11 - (a) Single degree of freedom dynamic model approximation of NMAT
without sample (left) and with fiber (right). The subscripts “S” and “F” denote system
and fiber constituents, respectively. The fiber is represented as a spring and dashpot in
parallel with the NMAT system during a tensile test. (b) Phasor diagram demonstrating
the dynamic response for a single PAN T700 carbon fiber at small strain. To obtain
sample stiffness and damping, the instruments contribution must be subtracted from the
combined measurement.
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Figure 12 - (a) Tensile test of a single PAN T700 carbon fiber with in-situ dynamic
loading. The equivalent storage modulus for three harmonic loads indicates the single
degree of freedom system used to characterize the instrument is adequate. (b) Tensile
loading and unloading of a single PAN T700 carbon fiber showing non-linear, elastic
behavior.
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Figure 13 - Example measurement of T800 carbon fiber modulus dependency with strain,
γE0, from the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) approach.
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Figure 14 - The change in system compliance as a function of load level up to 75 mN.
The significant increase indicates changes in the single fiber grip condition, likely caused
by delamination in the fiber/glue interface. Also, notice the standard compliance
approach does not characterize the behavior of the system compliance for the grip
conditions used in this work.
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Figure 15 - (a) Application of linear system compliance correction to Toray T700 carbon
fiber data, resulting in a 44% increase in modulus dependency on strain obtained from
static tensile testing data. (b) Comparison of T700 CSM and static stress/strain moduli,
demonstrating excellent agreement in the modulus to strain relationship after load
dependent system compliance adjustment.
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Figure 16 - (a) Example of single-fiber modulus to strain relationship for all PAN fibers
tested here obtained by CSM approach. (b) The relationship between single-fiber
modulus dependency on strain, γE0, and initial modulus, E0, revealing a strong positive
correlation consistent within all tows. Consistently, the tow based approach produced a
reduction of the modulus dependency on strain.
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Figure 17 - The sample phase angle at approximately zero strain for multiple frequencies
demonstrating the linear dependency of the phase angle as a result of instrument
associated phase lag, unaccounted for in the stock condition of the Nano UTM.
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Figure 18 - a) experimental dynamic compliance of the NMAT from 1.5 - 38.5 Hz. For
this example, m, KS, and CS were found to be 0.03105 kg, 64.62 N/m, and 2.71(N·s)/m,
respectively, with an r2 of 0.990. b) Using theses 1-D harmonic oscillator coefficients
determined for the NMAT, a predicted phase angle can be determined from eqn. 13. The
difference between the predicted and measured phase angle is the necessary correction
for accurate phase angle measurements.
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Figure 19 - a) Phase correction determined by 1-D model approach for harmonic
displacements from 300 to 3,000 nm, demonstrating little change in phase angle
correction over this range. This suggests the model is effective for a wide range of
dynamic displacements. b) Average of the 1-D phase correction in (a) for all harmonic
displacements compared with the correction obtained on the Nano indenter XP by
Herbert el. al. The clear similarity indicates the source of phase lag is similar between the
two instruments, which share many hardware components [43].
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Figure 20 – a) The effect of phase angle correction on T700 carbon fiber, showing no
change in Storage modulus but a large change in loss modulus. The nearly zero loss
modulus at low strains suggests the glue interface and grip system have negligible
contributions to the phase angle. b) Corrected and uncorrected storage and loss moduli
for 45µm Cu fibers at a strain rate of 7.0e-5. Without correction the loss modulus would
error by approximately 40%.
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Figure 21 – The quasi-static and dynamic testing of single 7µm PAN T700 carbon fibers
for multiple strain rates. a) Engineering stress b) Engineering strain rate c) Storage
modulus d) Loss modulus e) Tan δ or the loss factor f) Sample phase angle.
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Figure 22 – The quasi-static and dynamic testing of single 45µm Copper fibers for
multiple strain rates. a) Engineering stress b) Engineering strain rate c) Storage modulus
d) Loss modulus e) Tan δ or the loss factor f) Sample phase angle.
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Figure 23 – The quasi-static and dynamic testing of single 45µm Aluminum fibers for
multiple strain rates. a) Engineering stress b) Engineering strain rate c) Storage modulus
d) Loss modulus e) Tan δ or the loss factor f) Sample phase angle.
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Figure 24 – The quasi-static and dynamic testing of single 12µm Kevlar k129 fibers for
multiple strain rates. a) Engineering stress b) Engineering strain rate c) Storage modulus
d) Loss modulus e) Tan δ or the loss factor f) Sample phase angle.
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Figure 25 - The quasi-static and dynamic testing of single polyethylene fibers (~140µm)
for multiple strain rates. a) Engineering stress b) Engineering strain rate c) Storage
modulus d) Loss modulus e) Tan δ or the loss factor f) Sample phase angle.
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Figure 26 – The plastic (a) and elastic (b) loss modulus for 45µm Aluminum and Copper
fibers obtained from Figure 22d & Figure 23d. The elastic loss modulus is static with
strain rate, while the plastic loss modulus increases at a linear rate. The slope of the
plastic loss modulus with strain rate is indicative of the material yield
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stress.

Figure 27 - (a) Demonstration of tow model with “N” unique fibers, having slack and
initial modulus, σε,i and E0,i, which progresses incrementally at displacement “δ” until all
fibers have reached their failure stress, PF,i. (b) Fiber slack is modeled by normal
distribution, σε, which indicates the strain necessary for a particular fiber to achieve
tensile response. The model starts at “I” with no fibers in tension and then progresses
with incremental displacements, δ, to position “II” where half of the fibers are in tension
and to position “III” where all fibers are in tension.
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Figure 28 - Example tow model stress/strain results for cases 1-5 for which fiber
properties are listed in Table 5, demonstrating that 1) elastic property distribution
decreases tow failure stress by 15% for both linear and nonlinear stress/strain behavior 2)
nonlinear stress/strain behavior has no effect on tow failure stress, and 3) the single fiber
failure stress distribution has the largest effect on tow failure stress with respect to fiber
property variations.
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Figure 29 – (a) Tow efficiency for properties given in Table 5 demonstrating the effect of
elastic property distribution within a fiber tow with increasing failure stress distribution.
(b) The tow efficiency when normalized by F at the zero failure stress distribution (σf / F
= 0) increases relative to the case of zero modulus distribution, i.e. E0 = 204 ± 0 GPa.
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Figure 30 - Tow stress/strain with increasing amounts of initial fiber slack, σε,
demonstrating that fiber modulus depending on strain, i.e. nonlinear stress/strain
behavior, decreases the peak tow stress when combined with fiber slack.
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Figure 31 - The standard deviation of the strain dependent modulus within a fiber tow as
the tow model progresses. The tows with larger amounts of fiber slack demonstrate an
increase in their modulus distribution as a result of nonlinear fiber behavior, resulting in a
decrease in the tow failure stress.
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Figure 32 - Tow efficiency for multiple grades of Toray PAN carbon fibers obtained from
manufacturers reported tow strength and single fiber tensile testing (performed here)
plotted against fiber non-linearity, demonstrating a clear downward trend. Hence,
empirical evidence suggests non-linear fiber stress/strain behavior is important to tow
performance.
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